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Good handwriting makes an impression on the reader. It is 
rightly said that our handwriting reflects one’s personality. To 
inspire the students to improve their handwriting skills, an 
English Calligraphy Competition was conducted in the school on 
16 April 2022. The students of classes l-V participated in this 
competition. They were given one page to write from their 
English text book. Majority of students did their best efforts  and 
showcased their excellent creativity through their writing skills. 
All the students participated in the competition with enthusiasm 
and the best ones were awarded with Certificates. The winners are 
as follows:

Position  I II III
Class & Sec 
IR Aayan Shaurya, Jenis Aaradhya, Alvin
I L Shivay Pranam, Jigyasa Aarav, Tejasvi
II R Yashvi, Mansvi Preeti, Anant Mayra, Kanishk
II L Archita Aditya Ranvijay
III R Ashvika Vansh Janvi Rathi
III L Sneha Aaradhya Panav
III J Ansh Taksheel Vihana
IV R Dhruv Avni, Parinita Shivam
IV L Ishaan Rana Aayush Arnav Tomar
IV J Hardik Chahita Bhaavik
V R Deven Bose Angel Sharma Riya
V L Ishika Manik Jigyasa
V J  Varsha Siddhi Paliwal Avyakrit Singh
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Fun Races 
30 March 2022

Fun races for small children are a great way to keep them engaged and learn creatively. Keeping the same idea in mind, the 
school conducted 'Fun Races 'for the students of Classes I and II on 30 March 2022. All the students participated in 
different races like 'Ball Balancing, Pick the Basket, Book Balancing, Mask Race, etc. It was a fun-filled day for the tiny 
tots. The students were overwhelmed and enjoyed the day very much.
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Marvellous Me -Self Introduction 
30 March 2022

The self-introduction can impact their mentors and friends in developing an ideal personality. In addition, it helps to 
build a positive impression and aids in making better connections in the future. Keeping the same in mind, the school 
conducted ' Marvellous Me-Self Introduction' for the students of Grade III to V on 30 March 2022. All the students 
participated very enthusiastically in the competition. The competition was held to encourage the students to speak about 
themselves properly. It was a pleasant experience to hear those tiny tots telling about themselves. The best three positions 
holders from each class were awarded with Certificates.
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Earth Day Celebration 
22 April 2022

To spread awareness among the students regarding the conservation of the earth, World Earth Day was celebrated on 22 
April 2022 with great gusto. Different activities were organised for the students of classes I - V.  A special assembly for the 
tiny tots of classes I & II was organised in which different activities like Speech, Poem and Fancy Dress Show were 
conducted for the students. The Fancy dress show depicted the dire need to protect the Earth and proved to an eye opener 
for the audience. A rally was also taken out to aware the people about preserving our Mother Earth. The programme ended 
with a plantation drive in which the Chairman SK Sharma planted a plants with tiny tots on the school campus. All the 
students enthusiastically participated in it and spread the message that a green future is prosperous future.
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Pool Party 
23 April 2022

Pool Party is one of the best ways to energise the children 
& beat the heat. Keeping the same in mind Rishikul 
Vidyapeeth arranged a Pool Party for the students of 
Classes I & II. The tiny tots turned up in colourful swim 
suits & had fun in water. It was a wonderful time for all 
the students to create strong bonds with their friends and 
allow them to explore and enjoy together in water on a 
sunny day. Students enjoyed the cool pool under the 
guidance of professional coaches and teachers. This 
activity brought a smile on their faces.
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Happy Birthday to You...
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